
UNIT VOCABULARY SPEAKING LISTENING GRAMMAR READING WRITING REVISION

01 Identity pp4–5 Personality adjectives and fi xed expressions 
Active Vocabulary: Compound adjectives
p6 Personality: idiomatic phrases; p10 Verbs for thinking and understanding
p162 Global Citizen  Documentary Video 
pp14–15 Word List

p6 Paraphrasing what you hear 
(checking understanding, summarising)
An interview with a careers advisor 
about psychometric tests

p7 A talk about genes and personality
Active Listening: Understanding the 
main points of complex talks
Pronunciation: Syllables with the main 
stress 

pp8–9 Continuous 
and perfect tenses

pp10–11 Does language change 
how you see the world?

pp12–13 A blog post pp16–17
Revision 01

Use of English > p177

02 On the move pp18–19 Verbs of movement, idioms related to movement, travel verbs
Active Vocabulary: Idioms; p20 Vocabulary related to public transport
p24 Phrasal nouns; p27 Adverb-adjective collocations
pp28–29 Word List

p25 Considering and comparing 
alternatives
A discussion about last chance tourism

p24 Conversations about space tourism pp22–23 Inversion, 
cleft sentences and 
fronting

pp20–21 An extract from King 
Solomon’s Carpet by Barbara Vine
Active Reading: Understanding 
reference devices
Literal versus fi gurative 
meaning of words

pp26–27 A letter of 
complaint

pp30–31
Revision 02

Use of English > p178

 LIFE SKILLS How to make a good decision pp32–33

03 Hard sell pp34–35 Business-related vocabulary, compound nouns, phrasal verbs
Active Vocabulary: Compound nouns; p36 Opinion and attitude adjectives, 
synonyms for persuade; p38 Vocabulary related to behavioural economics
p43 Vocabulary related to shopping
p163 Put Yourself in My Shoes!  Documentary Video 
pp44–45 Word List

p37 Successful negotiations in daily life p36 A discussion about psychological 
techniques for persuading people
Active Listening: Inferring meaning, 
opinion and attitude

pp40–41 The Passive
Pronunciation: Weak 
pronunciation
(contracted forms, 
verb to be in the 
Passive)

pp38–39 How to Apply 
Behavioural Economics to Your 
Daily Life

pp42–43
A for-and-against 
essay
Active Writing: 
Paraphrasing

pp46–47
Revision 03

Use of English > p179

04 Tastes pp48–49 Adjectives related to food, partitives; Active Vocabulary: Partitives
p50 Verbs related to senses of taste and smell;  p55 Vocabulary related to table 
manners; p57 Vocabulary for restaurant review (nominalisations, synonyms, 
words and phrases of comparison and contrast and phrases of recommendation)
pp58–59 Word List

p54 Proposing solutions, giving 
reasons and justifi cations 
A discussion about problems related 
to food and their potential solutions

p55 A vlog about table manners pp52–53 Advanced 
conditional structures; 
inversion in 
conditional forms

pp50–51 What Tickles Your Taste 
Buds
Active Reading: Identifying 
paraphrases

pp56–57 A restaurant 
review

pp60–61
Revision 04

Use of English > p180

 LIFE SKILLS How to think critically about food choices pp62–63

05 Do your best pp64–65 Idioms related to studying, collocations with attempt and eff ort, verbs + 
dependent prepositions; Active Vocabulary: Verbs + dependent prepositions
p68 Vocabulary related to sporting success and motivation
p70 Prepositional phrases related to discipline and motivation
p164 Programming Bootcamp  Documentary Video 
pp74–75 Word List

p71 Buying time in interview situations
Pronunciation: Fall-rise intonation 

p70 A radio phone-in on how to 
motivate yourself
Active Listening: Recognising word 
clusters in fast speech
Pronunciation: Word clusters in fast 
speech

pp66–67 Modal and 
related verbs
Pronunciation: Word 
stress in sentences 
with modal verbs 

pp68–69 Our Two Selves – an 
extract from The Inner Game of 
Stress: Outsmart Life’s Challenges 
and Fulfi l Your Potential by 
Timothy Gallwey

pp72–73 An essay pp76–77
Revision 05

Use of English > p181

06 Feels good pp78–79 Body language, body-related collocations and idioms
Active Vocabulary: Collocations; p80 Vocabulary related to emotions 
p84 Vocabulary related to sounds and ASMR; adverb + verb collocations
p87 Compound adjectives
pp88–89 Word List

p85 Evaluating ideas
A street survey about stress-busting 
activities
Pronunciation: Falling intonation when 
having reservations about something

p84 A radio interview about ASMR and 
the importance of sounds in our lives

pp82–83 Reporting 
verbs and verb 
patterns

pp80–81 Put On a Brave Face or 
… Should We?
Active Reading: Understanding 
purpose and function

pp86–87 An article pp90–91
Revision 06

Use of English > p182

 LIFE SKILLS How to develop a growth mindset pp92–93

07 The creative 
urge

pp94–95 Vague language, fashion-related adjectives, idioms and phrases
Active Vocabulary: Vague language
p98 The most loved and most hated words in the  English language, animal idioms
p100 Adjectives to describe art; p101 Film genres
p165 The Second Life of Second-hand Clothes  Documentary Video 
pp104–105 Word List

p101 Describing a fi lm
A radio podcast with a fi lm review

p100 Conversations about works of art pp96–97 Relative 
clauses; prepositional 
relative phrases

pp98–99 Pretty Words, a poem 
by Elinor Morton Wylie
Active Reading: Understanding 
metaphors

pp102–103 A letter 
to the editor
Active Writing: 
Hedging

pp106–107
Revision 07

Use of English > p183

08 Follow the 
crowd?

pp108–109 Vocabulary related to permission, prohibition, protest and infl uence, 
phrasal verbs with come, hold, set, take; Active Vocabulary: Key words in phrasal verbs
p110 Adjective-noun collocations related to looks
p112 Vocabulary related to lifestyles; p116 Vocabulary related to values
pp118–119 Word List

p111 Hyperbole and understatement
A conversation about the dress code 
at school

p110 A radio programme about beauty 
standards

pp114–115 Articles pp112–113 An extract from 
About a Boy by Nick Hornby
What’s Wrong With Being a 
Loner?

pp116–117
An opinion essay
Active Writing: Using 
formal register in 
essays

pp120–121
Revision 08

Use of English > p184

 LIFE SKILLS How to be a good team member   pp122–123

09 Unbelievable pp124–125 Expressions and adjectives related to illusion, surprise and incredulity 
Active Vocabulary: Word families
p129 Adjective-noun collocations related to sleep and dreams
p130 Vocabulary related to commenting and unexplained events; collocations 
with raise
p166 That’s Magic!  Documentary Video 
pp134–135 Word List

p128 Making speculations about the 
past, present and future
A conversation about aphantasia and 
hyperphantasia

p129 A radio programme about dreams 
Distinguishing between facts and 
opinions

pp126–127 Uses of 
will, will versus would
Pronunciation: Word 
stress to express a fact 
or irritation

pp130–131 The Mystery of 
Rendlesham Forest

pp132–133
A proposal

pp136–137
Revision 09

Use of English > p185

10 Up the ladder pp138–139 Work-life balance collocations and idioms; Active Vocabulary: Register
p142 Collocations and prepositional phrases related to career dreams and 
ambitions; p144 Qualities of a leader; idioms related to working life
p145 Personality adjectives, idioms related to communication
pp148–149 Word List

p145 Toning language down
Expressing opinions about people 
and work

p144 A radio interview with a manager 
talking about her job

pp140–141 Gerunds 
and infi nitives

pp142–143 Dreams Shape Your 
Future

pp146–147 A report pp150–151
Revision 10

Use of English > p186

 LIFE SKILLS How to develop leadership skills pp152–153

pp154–157 Culture Spot  pp158–161 Literature Spot  pp162–166 Watch and Refl ect (Documentary Video worksheets) pp167–175 Grammar Reference  p176 Irregular Verbs  pp177–186 Use of English  pp187–189 Communication
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